PHYSICS OF THE AIR
As above,
v = no sin (j> ± \\(ru sin 0)   — ~ (
flT)
v = 0 when -™- = 0.
Hence, in this case, the sign of the radical is negative and
v = rco sin 0 - J(rco sin 0)2 — ~^
Obviously, then, as pointed out by Gold,1 steady anticyclonic winds cannot become intense, since the maximum possible velocity is given by the equation,
Vmax  =   r&> Sin  <t>.
For example, if r = 500 kilometers, and 4> = 40°,
vmflx = 23.4 meters per second = 52.3 miles per hour. The gradient that produces this velocity is given by the equation,
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On substituting this gradient in the equation above1 for straight winds, it appears that it would give the velocity,
pr(co sin <£)2      1       . •   v = ^ - ^2.   =   rw sm <t>. 2pco sin <!>        2
That is, the limiting velocity of anticyclonic winds,
vmax = ru sin 0,
is just twice that which the corresponding pressure gradient would gi ve to straight winds.
Since "for the time being, we may regard the gradient winds as the best estimate we can give of the actual winds at, say, 1500 feet above the surface/'2 it seemed advisable to construct tables (see Appendix I), one for cyclonic, the other for anticyclonic conditions, that give the theoretical wind velocities in meters per second, kilometers per hour, and miles per hour for various latitudes, radii of curvature, and pressure gradients, as indicated, each to be used in conjunction, of course, with the current weather map, corrected, if need be, by estimation or by special reports, for the hours that have elapsed since the observations were made from which it was constructed.
1 M. 0., No. 190, "Barometric Gradient and Wind Force/' London,  1908.
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